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ABSTRACT The needs and the feasibility of simultaneous computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) were recently reported. In this paper, a spiral magnetic resonanceX-ray CT (MRX)
imaging system is proposed for head and extremities imaging, which serves as a simple, cost-effective
solution on the path to a full-scale CT-MRI fusion. While MRI and X-ray radiography were integrated
before, we propose novel designs to acquire simultaneous CT and MR views for synchronized radiographic
imaging or joint tomographic reconstruction. Our preliminary permanent magnet configurations achieve a
magnetic field strength between 0.1 and 0.2 T while keeping weight low enough for portability. We have
also shown that a field strength up to 0.35 T is achievable with permanent magnets that maintain a
compact profile, though increased weight would hinder ease of transportation. Simulation results of a
joint tomographic reconstruction scheme show the advantage of simultaneously acquired images. The
proposed MRX system performs double helical scans in CT and MRI mechanisms, and has multiple
niche applications, such as medical imaging on disaster sites, in battle fields, and for under-developed
regions.

INDEX TERMS X-ray radiography, CT, MRI, spiral scanning, joint image reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The case for combining computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) into a single unit for
simultaneous imaging has been recently strengthened [1].
Although a functional prototype has yet to be realized, analy-
sis and improvements on the engineering feasibility continue
to progress [2]–[4]. The main challenges that impede the
fusion of CT and MRI are the size conflict between hardware
components and electromagnetic interferences, such as the
magnetic field-induced electron deflection in the x-ray
tube [5]. However, low-field MRI minimizes the fringe
magnetic field that affects x-ray components and is viable
for producing clinically useful images [6], [7]. Further-
more, compressed sensing and interior tomography principles
enable the use of smaller hardware components and fewer
projections for local image reconstruction, which facilitates
simultaneous CT-MRI [8], [9]. A spiral magnetic resonance
x-ray CT (MRX) system for head and extremities imaging is
proposed here as a simple, cost-effective solution on the path
to full-scale CT-MRI fusion.

Projection-based conventional x-ray radiography has
wide-ranging applications in modern medical practice. It has
come to represent an indispensable part of patient work-up
spanning from acute to chronic conditions and cancers,
as well as from infectious to trauma-related applications.
The low cost, low radiation dose, widespread availability,
and rapid, often bedside acquisition have made it the most
commonly used imaging technique over the past 100 years.
Despite these advantages, conventional radiography remains
a modality with two-dimensional projection data from
three-dimensional anatomy, as well as one with significantly
limited soft tissue contrast resolution. Other cross-sectional
imaging techniques such as CT andMRI have 3D capabilities
and superior contrast resolution.While CT scanning is associ-
ated with higher radiation dose as compared to conventional
radiography, the volumetric capability is greatly beneficial.
MRI does not involve any ionizing radiation and delivers
superior contrast resolution compared to CT. However, unlike
CT, the application of MR for determining fracture frag-
ments and their alignment cannot be reliably obtained.
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These individual shortcomings make the harmonization of
CT and low-strength MRI highly attractive.

The integration of MRI and x-ray technology for hybrid
imaging has been previously reported. In 2001, an x-ray tube
and a detector array were placed inside an intraoperative
MRI scanner, and high-quality images were acquired with
both modalities [10]. The study experimentally quantified the
interferences among the magnetic field, RF coils, an x-ray
source, and a detector, and it was determined that the resulting
image distortion was insignificant after minimal adaption
of the x-ray hardware. Our system design assumes similar
conditions, and similar measures will be taken to minimize
the conflicts.

The primary innovation of our scanner is to employ
smaller-scale simultaneous spiral CT and MRI to achieve
simultaneous radiographic imaging and joint tomographic
reconstruction. Spiral scanning is preferred due to its ability
to acquire higher quality images for a given level of radiation
dose or a given size of a dataset [11].

The MRX scanner is specifically designed for head and
extremities imaging to reduce the cost and dimensions of the
magnet. A compact profile allows for ease of transportation
while enabling high-quality images over regions of interest.
Permanent magnets are put forth as the primary means
for generating the main magnetic field needed for MRI.
We specifically evaluate Halbach configurations of perma-
nent magnets based on prior works that achieve various
patterns of homogeneous magnetic fields by radial polar-
ization arrangements of magnet blocks [12], [13]. These
arrays maximize the field at the center of the blocks while
minimizing the fringe field outside. Permanent magnets are
less expensive than the superconducting magnets employed
in the standard clinical units, which require liquid nitrogen or
helium maintained at extremely cold ‘‘critical’’ temperatures
to nullify the electrical resistance of the wire. This complexity
does not facilitate movability, and operation costs are high.
Since permanent magnets have an always-present magnetic
field and do not need a power source to generate the field,
they are much easier to maintain while the only obstacle
to mobility is weight of the material. Another drawback
of permanent magnets is that the field cannot be shut off
so ferromagnetic metal would have to be kept away from
the scanner. Simple resistive magnet coils are a potential
alternative to both permanent and superconducting magnets,
as they are less expensive than superconductors, and their
field can be shut off. However, the high amount of current
needed to generate clinically relevant fields makes resistive
magnets unrealistic for MRX at this moment.

The design and development of a combined simultaneous,
compact spiral CT-MRI system targets several applications.
The most evident is for assessing trauma, specifically of the
extremities, spine, or head, so that images can be acquired
rapidly with minimal patient movement. MRX is also a way
to improve medical imaging in developing countries that do
not have wide access to advanced equipment. An inexpen-
sive, compact scanner that performs both CT and MRI can

bring essential help to regions that have been without either
modality thus far.

The purpose of this work is to suggest the novel concept,
design criteria, and applications of a portable simultaneous
x-ray and MR imaging system, show simulation results for
the technical feasibility, and discuss relevant issues and
potential solutions for spiral MRX. The following section
describes the physical principles of spiral CT andMRI, which
are combined in the MRX system to acquire 3D volumetric
views over a short period of time with complementary func-
tional and anatomical information. The third section details
hardware considerations for the cost and movability of the
imaging unit. The fourth section presents several permanent
magnet designs with the x-ray components, simulates the
fields that can be practically generated, and demonstrates
joint tomographic image reconstruction. The final section
discusses the important applications of the MRX system and
the next steps towards its development.

II. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES
In digital radiography, x-ray photons are directed from an x-
ray tube toward a patient and are absorbed, scattered, or trans-
mitted to a detector array. A flat panel detector arraymeasures
the intensity of x-rays received at each pixel, and converts this
quantity into light or an electrical signal. The digital output
resulting from the analog signal is used to form raw data.
Spiral CT acquires views at many angles as the source rotates
around the patient being translated through the gantry. The
hardware of this subsystem is relatively straightforward as
compared to MRI, and thus the bulk of the feasibility analysis
for the MRX system is focused on the MRI aspects.

Typical clinicalMRI scanners contain amagnet with a field
strength in the range of 1 to 3 T [14]. In humans,MRI systems
target hydrogen protons to acquire signal. When the proton
spins are in the magnetic field of a scanner, they tend to
be aligned along the axis of the field. The hydrogen atoms
can orientate either parallel or antiparallel to the main field
direction, and there will be slightly more spins lined up in
the parallel direction, creating a net magnetization vector.
The magnetization vector precesses around the field axis at
a frequency (ω0) that is dependent on the strength of the
magnetic field (β0) and a constant gyromagnetic ratio (γ ):

w0 = γB0 (1)

To perturb this precession, a radio frequency (RF) pulse
at the resonant frequency of the hydrogen protons, known
as the Larmor frequency, is applied to an area of the
body to be imaged. The gyromagnetic ratio for hydrogen is
42.57 MHz/T, so the Larmor frequency of hydrogen protons
in a 1 T field is 42.57 MHz. Typically, the RF pulse is shut
off when the magnetization vector falls 90◦ from the original
direction. After this point, the hydrogen atoms relax back to
their steady state in the magnetic field. During this relaxation,
energy released by the protons results in a signal that can be
detected by the RF coil. Various pulse sequences are used
depending on the imaging application.
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MRI images are formed by pinpointing the spatial loca-
tion of proton groups that are spinning at different rates.
To achieve this, gradient coils are employed in combi-
nation for slice selection, frequency encoding, and phase
encoding. When turned on, the gradient coils alter the
strength of the homogeneous main magnetic field linearly
along the x-, y-, and/or z-directions so that protons precess at
various frequencies within different time windows depend-
ing on their locations in the gradient field. An alternative
method for encoding is to instead take advantage of slight
non-uniformities in the main magnetic field so that field
strength naturally varies with location in the imaging field
of view [15]. This would eliminate some hardware. Either
way, the signals acquired by the RF coil give information in
the Fourier domain for image reconstruction. The principle
of interior tomography enables small regions of interest to
be reconstructed with less data than necessary for global
reconstruction. For MRI, this means that the homogeneous
magnetic field area can be focused only on a specific region
to be imaged.

III. MRX SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The desired specifications of the MRX system are as
follows: low weight for portability, low power for efficiency,
a homogeneous main magnetic field over the imaging region,
a clinically-relevant main magnetic field strength, and mini-
mal fringe fields. To achieve these conditions, several system
components are analyzed.

A. MAIN MAGNETIC FIELD
The main magnetic field for clinical MRI is typically
generated by superconducting magnets. When cooled to a
critical temperature, these coils have zero electrical resistance
and can carry high current density. This allows for a high
magnetic field to be efficiently achieved. Despite these advan-
tages, superconducting magnets are expensive to build and
require liquid nitrogen or helium. In addition, they typically
weigh several thousand kilograms. While superconducting
magnets are the best option for generating the ideal magnetic
field, they prohibit portability and are incompatible with the
requirements for a low-cost, compact MRX system.

Alternatives for generating themainmagnetic field are per-
manent magnets and resistive magnets. Permanent magnets
for MRI have the advantage over electromagnets of not
needing an electric current. The material of the magnet,
a rare-earthmetal, produces an ever-present field, thus remov-
ing power consumption and thermal dissipation concerns for
the subsystem. The Halbach arrays can be designed to pro-
duce a strong field at the center of the magnet configuration
while keeping the external fringe field low.

Resistive magnets are electromagnets through which a
strong electric current is passed. A magnetic field inside the
coil is proportional to the intensity of the electric current
supplied. The advantage of this setup is that the field can
be removed by turning off the power supply. However, large
amounts of current are needed to achieve clinically relevant

field strengths. The material and design of the coil can be
altered for various field strengths, such as by wrapping a
wire around an iron core instead of a hollow container, or
constructing a Bitter magnet solenoid. Bitter magnets are
built by stacking circular copper plates in a helical configura-
tion with insulating spacers [16]. Due to power consumption
and heat generation of large-scale resistive magnets, cooling
systems must be integrated. Bitter plates are designed with
many holes to allow water to circulate through the stack to
control temperature. Although these engineering adjustments
improve the viability of resistive magnets, permanent mag-
nets are deemed to be preferable for the specifications of
the MRX system. If zero resistance of superconducting coils
could be achieved at higher temperatures without the need for
cryogenic cooling, then the case for superconducting/resistive
magnets would become stronger.

B. SUPERCAPACITORS
If the imaging unit were made portable, x-ray radiography
withMR could assess fractures, bone contusions, and internal
bleeding directly in disaster areas or at a patient’s bedside.
Such a system could be powered by an onboard supercapaci-
tor array to facilitate mobility. This also means that a patient
in critical condition would not have to be transported to an
imaging suite, and MRX could remove the need for a higher-
dose CT exam and a subsequent independent MRI, allowing
for faster treatment decisions.

The feasibility of commercially available supercapacitors
as energy storage banks for MRI scanners was demonstrated
by Ristic et al. [17]. Various pulse sequences were success-
fully tested with supercapacitors, including T1 and T2 spin
echoes. Graphene supercapacitors are a developing technol-
ogy with the highest charge-capacity-to-weight ratio up to
550 F/g [18]. This characteristic is due to its single atomic
layer makeup, leading to a high relative surface area for
storing charge while minimizing thickness. A recent super-
capacitor advancement builds upon the graphene technology
and incorporates nitrogen doping of the carbon layers for
higher energy storage while maintaining rapid charging and
discharging rates. This material can achieve a capacitance of
855 F/g in aqueous electrolytes [19].

The cost and power requirement of the supercapacitor array
is dependent on the type of magnets used in the system and
the field strength needed. Since resistive magnets consume
the most power of all magnet types, opting for permanent
magnets would substantially lessen the load. In this case, the
power source would only need to support x-ray components,
MRI gradient coils, circuitry, and computers.

C. ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
Another consideration for the MRX system design is the
shielding of the magnetic field beyond the region where it
is needed to minimize interference with x-ray production.
This can be accomplished with a support structure made
of a ferromagnetic material, such as steel, through which
the magnetic field generated by the electromagnet can com-
plete its path. With steel blocks located at the bottom of the
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permanent magnet rings, the residual field will be attracted to
this material andminimize the leakage at the top of the gantry.
Optimization will be needed to balance the trade-off between
added weight and fringe field reduction.

D. CT AND MR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
In the MRX system, the CT and MRI subsystems
perform measurements simultaneously. Since CT and MRI
are hardware-wise independent, image reconstructions can be
independently performed in a manner similar to conventional
CT and MRI as the bottom line. Furthermore, given the
spatially and temporally registered CT and MR measure-
ments obtained by MRX, a combined image reconstruction
scheme will benefit both sub-system performances [20].
Here, we propose to adapt the unified CT-MRI image recon-
struction scheme to lower the radiation dose of CT and
improve the image quality of MRI with a low background
magnetic field. The proposed CT-MRI reconstruction method
is a learning-based method which learns the relationships
between low-resolution CT (or MRI) images and high-
resolution CT (or MRI) images.

The first step is to reconstruct CT and MRI images
using some conventional methods, such as the simultane-
ous algebraic reconstruction technique with total variation
(SART-TV):

min
uCT
‖uCT ‖TV , s.t.MuCT = f, (2)

min
uMRI
‖uMRI‖TV , s.t. RFuMRI = g, (3)

where uCT and uMRI are CT and MR images to be recon-
structed, M is a system matrix in CT imaging, F denotes
the Fourier transform, R is a sampling mask in the k-space,
f and g are CT and MRI measurements respectively, and
‖·‖TV denotes the TV transformation.
Structural coupling and compressive sensing techniques

were combined [20], in which each sub-image in CT (orMRI)
is represented by paired local CT-MRI structures. That is, the
association between target CT and MRI images are naturally
established. In the current joint image reconstructions, such
an association is extracted using an artificial neural network
to guide both CT and MRI reconstructions:

min
uCT

(1− α) ‖uCT ‖TV + α
∥∥uCT − uestCT

∥∥
TV ,

s.t. MuCT = f, (4)

min
uMRI

(1− α) ‖uMRI‖TV + α
∥∥uMRI − uestMRI

∥∥
TV ,

s.t. RFuMRI = g, (5)

where uestCT and uestMRI are estimated images using the
CT-MRI artificial neural network according to the corre-
sponding CT and MRI images, and α balances contribu-
tions from total variation and image similarity respectively.
Eq. (2-5) are all well-posed convex optimization prob-
lems and can be effectively solved in the split-Bregman
framework. The detailed implementation of the unified
CT-MRI reconstruction scheme is discussed in our group’s
previous articles [20], [21]. These algorithms can handle a
small degree of inhomogeneity in the B0 magnetic field by

utilizing the interior MRI reconstruction technique, which
looks for regions of equal field strength (‘‘level sets’’) and
sufficient gradient to achieve spatial localization [1]. The
region of interest can be reconstructed solely with data inside
that region, and an accurate solution can be obtained. If the
local magnetic field is made homogeneous, interior MRI will
be even easier with conventional gradient and RF coils.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. PERMANENT MAGNET DESIGNS
The most feasible class of magnets for the MRX system is
permanent magnets, with its advantages over resistive mag-
nets described in subsection 3.1. Now, we present permanent
magnet designs for the main magnetic field. All the illus-
trations were rendered using the 3D CAD software Solid
Edge (Siemens PLM Software, Plano, Texas). The configura-
tions were based on the relative arrangement of the magnet
hardware, CT hardware, and a patient. The gradient coils
and RF coil needed for MRI were omitted in the figures
for visual simplicity, but these would also be present in the
system surrounding the patient. Designs were simulated to
assess magnetic field strengths using FARADAY (Integrated
Engineering Software, Winnipeg, Manitoba), which is a
3D solver ofMaxwell’s equations that employs finite element
methods.

The ever-present field of permanentmagnets eliminates the
need for a high current source, but weight is an issue for
portability, as the rare-earth metals are dense. The material
used in the simulationswasNdFeB 45MGOeSintered, which
is an alloy of neodymium, iron, and boron, and has a den-
sity of 7.5 g/cm3. Fig. 1(a) illustrates two rings of magnets
arranged in a simplified Halbach configuration, with each
ring containing 8 blocks with the magnetization directions
as indicated in Fig. 1(b). The rings have an inner diameter
of 30 cm, an outer diameter of 60 cm, and a thickness of
5 cm, and are separated by 20 cm. The total weight of all
16 magnet blocks in both rings is 158 kg. The x-ray hardware
is positioned above and below the patient and can be rotated
in a full circle while the patient table is translated during
spiral CT and MR scanning. A magnetic field on the order
of 0.11 T is present in a 10 cm cubic imaging region between
the rings, as shown in the front view in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(d)
displays a side view of the magnetic field in the imaging
region. The field can be increased by increasing the volume
of the magnets, but this also increases weight, which would
hinder the portability of the system. The fringe magnetic field
was plotted as shown in Fig 1(e). At a distance of 35 cm above
the center of the B0 field where the x-ray source is located,
the field strength is ∼0.0064 T, or ∼6% of B0. With steel
flux return blocks added at the bottom of the magnet rings,
the fringe field strength at the position of the x-ray source is
reduced by nearly half, to 0.0034 T, as depicted in Fig 1(f).

One variation is to add a partial third ring between the
other two with only the four side magnet blocks to preserve
space for the x-ray components, as shown in Fig. 1(g). This
addition increases the field strength to ∼0.16 T at the center
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FIGURE 1. Permanent magnet Halbach rings design. (a) The relative arrangement of the magnet rings,
x-ray hardware, and patient for simultaneous CT and MRI. (b) The rings each contain 8 block magnets
with field polarity indicated by the arrows (front view). (c) A downward magnetic field is produced
yielding a strength on the order of 0.11 T in a 10 cm cubic region (front view). (d) The magnetic field
arrows in the cubic region as seen from the side view between the rings. The side view of the fringe
magnetic field around the gantry is displayed without (e) and with (f) steel return blocks at the bottom.
(g) A partial third ring with only the four side magnet blocks is added to increase field strength
(isometric view). (h) This results in a stronger magnetic field on the order of 0.16 T in the imaging region
(front view).

of the imaging region, as indicated in Fig. 1(h), though the
total magnet weight increases to 198 kg. The design may be
further optimized to balance field strength and weight.

Another design based on the Halbach arrangement is
depicted in Fig. 2(a). The magnet bars above and below the
patient are 30 cm wide along the largest dimension and each
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FIGURE 2. Permanent magnet Halbach bars design. (a) The relative arrangement of the magnet bars, x-ray hardware, and patient
for simultaneous CT and MRI. (b) The bar magnets have field polarities as indicated by the arrows (front view). (c) A downward
magnetic field is produced yielding a strength on the order of 0.11 T in a 10 cm cubic region (front view). (d) The magnetic field in
the imaging region as seen from an isometric view. (e) The side view of the fringe magnetic field around the gantry.

weigh approximately 17 kg. The two top magnets are sepa-
rated by 10 cm to allow room for the x-ray tube window. The
bottom two magnets are separated by 20 cm to accommodate
the flat panel detector. Additionally, there are two pairs of
magnet bars flanking either side of the patient measuring

20 cm in length along their largest dimension. Each of these
blocks weighs a little over 10 kg, which brings the total
weight of the configuration to approximately 109 kg. The
magnet polarities of these bars are indicated in Fig. 2(b).
Amagnetic field on the order of 0.11 Twith a natural gradient
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FIGURE 3. Alternative design for higher magnetic field strength. (a) A downward magnetic field is produced yielding a strength on the
order of 0.34 T in a 10 cm cubic region (front view). (b) The magnetic field in the imaging region as seen from a side view.

TABLE 1. Comparison of the presented magnet designs.

is present in a 10 cm cube imaging region at the center of the
bars, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Fig. 2(d) displays the isometric
view of the magnetic field in the imaging region. The fringe
magnetic field around the system is plotted in Fig. 2(e).
At a distance of 30 cm above the center of the B0 field where
the x-ray source is located, the field strength is ∼0.035 T,
which is relatively high compared with B0. A steel return
did not have a significant effect on the fringe field in this
configuration.

Figures 1 and 2 present compact, lightweight magnet
designs that are ideal for a portable spiral MRX system, but
the field strength may need to be higher for better image
quality in some applications. The field can be increased by
expanding the outer diameter and thickness of the magnet
rings. Of course, weight will also increase substantially,
which hinders the mobility of the scanner. Figure 3 offers
an additional two-ring design in the same configuration as
Fig. 1(a-d), but with larger ring thicknesses and diameters.
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show front and side views of the magnetic
field, which has a strength of∼0.34 T in a 10 cm cubic region
between the rings. The rings have an inner bore diameter

of 30 cm, an outer diameter of 120 cm, and a thickness of
10 cm, and are separated by 20 cm. The total weight of all
16 magnet blocks in both rings is 1,589 kg. For comparison,
a commercially available MRI scanner that utilizes super-
conducting magnets typically weighs at least 7,000 kg. The
specifications of the magnet designs presented in this section
are summarized in Table 1.

B. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the
feasibility of the proposed learning-based CT-MRI recon-
struction scheme. In our pilot study, CT and MRI datasets
were derived from the Visible Human Project (VHP).
An identical human head model was sequentially scanned
by CT and MRI scanners. This acquisition process is illus-
trated in Fig 4. The CT and MR images were pre-processed
for spatial registration and voxel normalization. Numerical
phantoms used in our experiment are displayed in Fig. 5(a, d)
with image size of 212×212 pixels. In our proposed CT-MRI
artificial neural network, well-registered CT andMRI images
are taken as inputs.
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FIGURE 4. Data acquisition with the MRX system. (a) The CT subsystem is similar to a conventional CT scanner in which an x-ray source
and a detector array are rotated around the subject. (b) In the MRI subsystem, a spatial encoding magnetic field is achieved by rotating
the MR gantry around the subject to obtain generalized projection data. (c) During CT and MRI data acquisition, the MRX system or the
subject is also translated longitudinally, thus forming double helical scanning trajectories to cover a long region of interest.

FIGURE 5. Simulation of MRX image reconstruction. CT (a) and MR (d) images from the VHP project serve as the
ground truth. In both CT and MR data acquisitions, 30 rotation steps were used. Conventional CT and MR image
reconstruction results are displayed in (b) and (e), and their corresponding unified reconstruction results are
in (c) and (f), respectively.

In CT imaging, 30 projections were collected around the
phantom shown in Fig. 5(a). Due to the concern of x-ray radi-
ation during CT imaging, we aimed to minimize the ionizing
radiation level needed while maintaining a suitable image
quality. Hence, 30 projections were used in our simulation,
which is consistent with the number of views used for sparse-
view CT studies in the literature [22]. In MRI scanning,
low-field measurement data were obtained in 30 rotation
steps (Fig. 5(d)). The B0 field was slightly inhomoge-
neous and modeled after a previously reported rotating

Halbach gantry [7]. The average field strength was simulated
at 0.08 T to demonstrate the minimum capability of our
system. The inhomogeneous B0 field was treated as a super-
position of an ideal homogeneous field and an additional
gradient field, and as the B0 field was rotated, independent
data were collected for image reconstruction. The initial
CT and MRI reconstructions using the SART-TV method are
shown in Fig. 5(b, e). In the joint image reconstruction of
the MRX system, a unified scheme was applied in which the
CT image and MR image were connected by coupling their
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FIGURE 6. Comparison between individual CT/MR reconstructions, unified CT-MRI reconstruction, and ground truth. (a) Line profiles of
CT and unified CT-MRI reconstructions. (b) Line profiles of MR and unified CT-MRI reconstructions. (c) RMSE quantifies the reconstruction
accuracy relative to the ground truth.

structures to guide each reconstruction. The reconstructed
images using our proposed unified CT-MRI scheme are pre-
sented in Fig. 5(c, f).

Quantitative comparison of the reconstructed images with
the ground truth is presented in Fig. 6, in which vertical line
profiles of each resultant image from Fig. 5 are plotted. The
root mean squared error (RMSE) was employed to measure
the reconstruction accuracy. Fig. 6(c) indicates that the uni-
fied CT-MRI reconstruction technique results in less error
than individual CT and MRI reconstructions via SART-TV.

V. DISCUSSION
The spiral MRX system described in this work enables the
simultaneous acquisition of CT and MRI data for hybrid
tomographic imaging of the head, neck, and extremities. Our
permanent magnet designs achieve fields between 0.1 and
0.2 T while keeping weight low enough for portability. For
extremity imaging, specifically in knees, low-field MRI at
0.2 T has been shown to be clinically viable for diagnosing
ligament and meniscus damage [23]. These field strengths
are expected to achieve satisfactory image quality for other
applications, such as head and spine imaging, though higher
fields will yield higher resolution. Hence,we have also shown
that field strengths up to 0.35 T are achievable with perma-
nent magnets that keep a compact profile, although increased
weight would compromise ease of transportation. The fringe
magnetic field at the location of the x-ray source can be
greatly reduced by a steel flux return.

The homogeneity of the B0 magnetic field generated by
permanent magnets could be a challenge, but it is achievable
in principle. In our designs presented in Fig. 1(a-e), the field
strength deviations are about 5% in the imaging region of
interest. The previously reported interior MRI reconstruction
algorithm can handle slight inhomogeneity in the B0 field
with special pulse sequences and dedicated techniques [1].
However, a homogeneous field in the imaging region of
interest makes reconstruction easier. A potential solution to
improve our designs is to modify magnetic surfaces and add
shimming coils. A recent study demonstrated an improved
field homogeneity via dedicated shaping of the magnets [24].

Specifically, the boot surfaces, based on parabolic or hyper-
bolic functions, modify the magnetic field distribution to
maintain a greater homogeneity over a region of interest for
imaging. In future work onMRX, wewouldmodify the shape
of the magnets and include shimming coils to reduce the field
inhomogeneity.

To increase the magnetic field homogeneity, decrease
the peripheral field, and optimize the system compactness,
high-temperature superconducting wires are a possible future
solution in place of permanent magnets [25], [26]. Supercon-
ducting wires that have been developed so far are lightweight
and thin compared to copper conducting wires, and can
accommodate a cryostat line inside the cable [28], [29]. They
have a high current-carrying capacity that would allow higher
field strengths to be achieved than those from permanent
magnets in our lightweight designs. Researchers have been
working towards room-temperature superconductors [27],
which would hopefully remove themajor challenges involved
with cryogenic MRI cooling in the future.

A similar alternative design solution is superconducting
optical fibers as developed by Gary Pickrell’s group. Fibers
with lead and tin cores have been tested for superconductivity
in a liquid helium bath at 4K [30], [31]. Fibers injected with
liquid helium can exhibit superconductivity for an extended
period of time while they warm to room temperature [32].
In the context of MRX, superconducting fibers could be
wound into coils and used to create a homogeneous local
magnetic field on the order of 0.2 T. The conditions for
superconductivity are much simpler to achieve than large-
scale cryogenic superconducting magnets. Future studies on
MRX will focus on implementing this novel technology.

There are several important applications in which theMRX
system can be practically useful. For extremity trauma, MRX
can deliver both bone information from CT and soft tissue
information from MR. This can help assess bony trauma
from x-rays while determining the presence, extent, and
severity of associated soft tissue problems involving mus-
cles, joints, tendons, and blood vessels from MRI. Rapid
detection of devastating vascular injuries can help in prompt
triage and management decisions with limb- and life-saving
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implications. For example, in non-hospital settings (military
and natural disaster settings), the presence of extensive soft
tissue injury or vascular complications will warrant expe-
dited transport or triage for rapid treatment. A simultaneous
and rapid spiral MRX will enable synergistic CT and MR
with complementary information, perfect co-registration, and
potentially multivariable pixel information.

Spiral MRX can be a game changer for on-site, out-
of-hospital settings for rapid triage and management of
suspected or known spinal injuries. Current workup is only
possible in elaborate and expensive non-portable health care
settings with plain film radiography and CT to delineate bony
injuries and MR for detection of injuries to the spinal cord
and nerves, as well as the vital supporting soft tissues such
as ligaments, muscles and joints. Here portable MRX can
rapidly provide on-site information not obtainable with either
one when used separately. In cases of bullet wounds and other
metal shrapnel, additional precautions are necessary to ensure
that the magnetic field does not significantly move the object
within the body. Studies on MR imaging of patients with
gunshot wounds at 1 T field strength have shown that some
bullets do rotate to align with the direction of the field [33].
The deflection force depends on the shape and material of the
object, and is only significant for certain types, mainly steel.
Weaker magnetic fields of MRX provide more favorable
conditions for metal objects, and a feature based on interior
MRI that allows z-direction selection of the field to parallel
the object can further minimize deflection. The study also
determined that heating of the bullet by the magnetic field
was insignificant.

The proposed MRX system can alternatively work in
the radiographic imaging mode, where two-dimensional
radiography can provide information on bony alignment
and fragments, while MRI adds the missing third dimen-
sion to radiographic information and provides information
on injuries to spinal cord, nerves, and ligaments. Likewise,
head injuries are a major cause for disability and deaths
that can also be rapidly assessed with spiral MRX in non-
hospital settings. It is well recognized that while CT is the
modality of choice for injuries to the bony cranium and for
acute intracranial hemorrhage, MR outperforms every other
known imaging modality for evaluation of injury to brain
parenchyma. Combining modalities with MRX will provide
a one-stop, accurate, and rapid categorization of the presence
and severity of head trauma and potentially mitigate some
devastating outcomes of these injuries.

Beyond trauma, the applications of MRX may surpass
those of the portable and mobile CT scanners that are lim-
ited to information of bone and hemorrhage. Here MRX
can provide better information on the presence and sever-
ity of ischemic strokes and possibly other causes of acute
neurological symptoms from insults to the brain parenchyma,
as compared to rather limited information now generated
with CT or with a stationary time-consuming MR exami-
nation in a healthcare setting. Evaluation of the heart with
MRX will pose unique challenges to the temporal and spatial

resolution of the combined imaging modalities. Although not
insurmountable, technological blending of cardiac MR with
invasive coronary angiogram (ICA with C-arm x-ray system)
could lead to a single all-encompassing test where coronary
stenosis with ICA can be simultaneously corroborated with
its consequence on the myocardial function and perfusion
under rest and/or stress with cardiac MR, thus overlaying
the anatomic coronary compromise on top of functional
myocardial damage. This as yet elusive one-stop imaging
of the heart can lead to rapid decision-making in which
sub-stenotic or non-critical lesions need to be aggressively
stented (those with myocardial function or perfusion impair-
ment in rest or drug induced stress on MRI). Further-
more, in post-stent or angioplasty events, MRX may even
provide information on luminal patency and recovered or
non-recovered myocardium.

Currently, coronary catheterization is the gold stan-
dard for luminal stenosis in ischemic heart disease. CT
is useful to triage patients who can be safely dis-
charged versus patients who need ICA with a C-arm
x-ray assembly. MR is the gold standard for anything
myocardial (congenital, inflammatory, neoplastic condi-
tions), and most importantly for determining cardiac func-
tion and extent of damage as well as chances of salvaging
myocardial function following revascularization (coronary
artery bypass grafting or stent placement in coronary
arteries). The case can also be made that MRX will obviate
the need for high radiation dose CT since the structural infor-
mation can be acquired at extremely low levels of radiation
for evaluation of lungs and bones, and soft tissue information
typically requiring higher dose CT can instead be ‘‘filled-in’’
with the superior contrast resolution of MR.

VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, the combination of spiral CT and MRI enables
excellent spatial resolution and low-contrast resolution to be
provided in a single scan. We have shown simulation results
of realistic system designs for spiral MRX and a joint image
reconstruction scheme. Permanent magnets will likely be
used in our initial designs, though superconducting fibers
are a promising possibility. A lightweight, low-power x-ray
source will be utilized to minimize radiation dose in con-
junction with a flat panel detector in a compact gantry. The
spiral acquisition protocol allows a large coverage along the
z-direction for both modalities. In addition to its widespread
potential in hospital settings, the proposed MRX scanner has
multiple niche applications such as imaging on disaster sites,
in battle fields, and for under-developed regions.
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